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ABSTRACT

Rare B decays, measurement of CKM angles, Zweig rule violating decays

of the T(4S) and CP violation are briefly discussed.

After a brief overview I cover the following topics :

I) Rare i.e. Loop Decays

II) Determination of KM Angles

III) Zweig-rule Violating Decays of the Y(4S)

IV) CP Violation

V) Outlook

OVERVIEW

The Standard Model of elementary particle interactions is scoring impressive

successes. While no compelling experimental evidence exists that is in conflict with

the predictions of the SM, it is important to realize that our understanding of the

SM is rather incomplete. Several of the parameters are still unknown, not only

the masses of the top quark and the Higgs particle and that of neutrinos still need

determination, two of the mixing angles and the Kobayashi-Maskawa^KM) phase

are not known and can only be determined by experiment. However, theoretical
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input can play a crucial role in these determinations. While applauding the successes

of the SM, it is equally important to stress that a precise calculational framework

for the complete SM, including the strong interactions, does not exist. As a result

many tests of the SM are not very stringent. It is by now well known that B-physics

is extremely important for determination of several of the unknown parameters and

for precision tests of the underlying theoretical infra-structure. Most of the topics

discussed below will emphasize that aspect of 2?-Physics. In this talk I will also

indicate some of the issues that could be taken up in the working group activities.

I. Loop Decays

I.I. Introduction

Although loop decays of elementary particles have long been recognized as an

invaluable means for testing theoretical constructs at short distances, loop decays

of the 6-quark are now widely appreciated to be especially significant. Let us briefly

recapitulate the reasons:

BR for loop decays of 6 quarks (especially via b —* s transitions) are enhanced

by many orders of magnitude over the corresponding BRs for s quarks (i.e., 5 to d

transitions). The underlying spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism renders

the amplitude for such flavor changing transitions to be quadratically dependent on

the virtual quark mass in the loop.2'3 As a result, the interplay between the relevant

KM angles and the mass splitting between the charge 2/3 quarks makes the top

quark contribution often dominate in some flavor changing (FC) transitions of the

b and s quarks. The ratio of BR for b to a versus a to d can then readily be seen to

go as:

\KVtb/Vch\
2/\Vt*dVts/Vu3\

2 = A"8 ~ 10-* (1)

where A is the Wolfenstein parameter,4 A ~ -22, i.e. the Cabibbo angle.

As an example one notes that the BR for B to Kvv of about 10~6 should

be compared with that for K to irvv of about 10~9.5 This means that physics at

comparable short distance scale requiring 1010 Kaons to probe may need only 107

i?'s. Clearly then, relatively speaking, loop decays of 6 quarks are not that rare,



and they can provide an excellent probe for the short distance structure of the

theory. These probes are analogues to the precision tests such as the (g — 2) of

the muon except that in b decays they are even more directly putting to test the

full non-Abelian gauge theory structure. Furthermore, because of the smallness of

the u quark mass (compared to charm or top quark masses) and also because of

the additional smallness of V^b compared to Vcb or Vn, the light u quark inside

the b quark loop contributes very little and is effectively decoupled. This is an

important contrast with the s quark flavor changing loop transitions wherein the

u-quark contribution is often important and not ignorable. Consequently many

such loop decays of kaons are long distance dominated. The QCD corrections

to 6-quark decays are, on the other hand, more amenable to theoretical analysis.

Unfortunately, for experimental purposes, often it is the predictions at the exclusive

level that are the most relevant and here the theoretical infrastructure for turning

the calculations at the inclusive level to reliable predictions for exclusive channels

does not yet exist. In this regard the situation is even somewhat worse than for the

corresponding case of K decays. This is so because of the fact that in the low energy

domain chiral symmetry of strong interactions6 often provides a framework for doing

matrix element calculations using chiral perturbation theory ideas which are quite

successful for K decays7 whereas analogous techniques are not available for the case

of B mesons. Recently, though, very interesting new ideas have been proposed

for symmetries in the heavy quark sector as well.8'9 In practice, considerable work

needs to be done to assess the impact of these ideas on quantities of experimental

interest.

For convenience, FC loop decays can be divided into those that a»e leading order

(i.e. g^gai- in amplitude), often called QCD penguins and those that are beyond the

leading order in the electroweak coupling, called electroweak penguins. Prominent

examples of electroweak penguins, at the quark level are, b to s(d) + 7, b —> s(d) +

/+ + l~. At the hadron level some of the notable modes that are relevant to this



category of loop decays are

5 - > A ' * + 7, K + ir + y , p + T--, Bs -><6 + 7 , K+TC + T--. (2)

, Bs-> 4> + v + V--- (3)

For QCD penguins, at the quark level, we have h -» s(d) + g* where g* stands

for the gluon which is "real" or virtual. This type of underlying reaction leads to

charmless final states and has received considerable attention for a long time in the

context of CP violation, especially for charged B mesons. Some of the hadronic

final states that are relevant are:

K + p, K + w, K + (many) pions, • • • Ba —* <l> + pions, <j> -f <f>, A + A + pions • • • (4)

For the final state to be a possible signal for flavor changing loop transitions an

important necessary criteria is that it must be "charmless", i.e. no subset of the

particles in the final state must have resulted from the decay of charm hadrons

with a net, nonvanishing charm quantum number characterizing the final state. For

multiparticle final states this can be a very demanding constraint.

We now discuss some explicit examples of loop decays.

1.2 6 -» s(d) + i

This loop decay has been the subject of considerable attention over the years.10

The BR of this mode is rather insensitive to the relevant mixing angles. This

happens as three-generation unitarity implies:

|V ( a |2- |Vc i |
2 = | V ^ | 2 - | K s | 2 . (5)

But studies of hyperon and Ke$ decays give |VaJ| — -220dh .002 and neutrino exper-

iments give \Vci\ = .215 ± .016. Thus |Vaj|
2 ~ |V^ [̂2 to a very good approximation

and therefore |Vjs|
2 ~ IKtl2 to a very good approximation. Ignoring the u quark

in the loop of b —* s transitions, setting \Vtb\ ~ 1, \VCS\ ~ 1, all of which are good



approximations, makes the partial width for the loop process go as \Vis\
2 ~ \Vct\

2.

Since the total width (dominated by 6 —* c) goes as \Vcf,\
2 the BR(b —* s + 7), or

for that matter the BR's for all b —* s loop transitions, are essentially independent

of KM angles.

Once QCD corrections are included,11 for m* £ 50 GeV, the BR12 exhibits

little sensitivity to m< and the inclusive BR ranges from about (2 to 4) xiO~* as

m( ranges from about 50 GeV to about 200 GeV. For a. loop decay, especially one

which is of non-leading order in electroweak coupling, this is an unusually large BR.

All the more so when you compare it to a typical (exclusive, few body) "dominant"

mode which are generally in the range of a few %. Since the experimentalists are

very close to sampling ~ 106B's with improved detectors, there should be hundreds

of events of such type in the data sample. However, perhaps ironically, just as at the

inclusive level the theoretical prediction is reliable and forms a viable test for the

SM, experimentally the background to the inclusive reaction presents a formidable

problem requiring a careful study. While I have not done such a study, I believe

that the background problems are not insurmountable. Furthermore, given the

state of the theory for exclusive reactions, (to be discussed below), our experimental

colleagues will do well to give as high a priority as possible to the search for this

important inclusive mode.

As has already been alluded to, the theoretical calculations for exclusive ratios

such as

continue to present an immense theoretical challenge. The mode B —» A'*+ 7 which

is particularly interesting from an experimental point of view is especially difficult

for theoretical models to handle. Consequently results in various models differ by

a large amount (see Table 1). Given the state of the theory in this regard we can

only make a very crude guess for now that:

50% (7)
• 5 + 7



Table 1: A sample compilation of the predictions for R^* = (3

Reference12

P.J. O'Donnell

Deshpande et o/.(1987)

Deshpande et a/. (1988)

C.A. Domingues et al.

T. Altomari

RK.

97%

50-63%

- 7 %

28 ±11%

4.5%

A very closely related mode is that of Ba. The final state (4> + 7) may well be

worth searching for even in Z decays at LEP and in hadron environment, e.g., using

CDF and DO detectors or specialized Bs detectors. Again, we expect:

•O5 —* <p +
5 - 50%. (8)

Thus the exclusive modes Bs —» <f> + 7 and Bu, Bj —* K* + 7 are expected at

O(W~5). Since the number of b's that will be available will soon be £ 106, this

exclusive mode may well be seen soon.

The modes 4 -> d + 7 which may lead to final states such as B —* p + 7,

Bs —> /<£ + 7 can, in principal, lead to a measurement of Vtj and will be dealt with

in section II.

1.3 6 -> s(d\e+e~

This is a very interesting mode. Perhaps its most remarkable feature is that

it is very sensitive to m,t as the rate has a piece that grows as m*.3 QCD (short

distance) corrections to the inclusive process are not negligible,13 increasing the rate

by almost a factor of two. Using the experimental bound14

mt > 90 GeV (9)



one finds that the inclusive BR (b -* se+£~) k, 3 x 10~6. Given the SM constraint15

of

mf^ £ 200 GeV (10)

translates into an upper bound on the inclusive rate:

BR (b -> se+r) £ 1 x 10"5 (11)

Model predictions16 for the corresponding exclusive reaction such as B —»

Ke+e~, B —• K*e+e~ seem to indicate a significantly smaller spread in numbers

compared to the previous (b —* sf) case. Typically one gets:

B -> K*ee
b —> see
B->Kee

15 -»20%. . (12)

- 4 -» 8%. (13)
b —> see

The reason these modes appear better constrained compared to B —» if* + 7

is partly due to the fact that here one can exploit the knowledge gained about the

form factors from the corresponding charge current transitions.

Some other remarks that need to be borne in mind are:

(1) The observed tree level process

*e+e" (14)

has a product BR of ~ 5 x 10~4 * 7 x 10~2 = 3.5 x 10~5 and causes a serious

"long-distance" background in the region where the leptin pair mass « m^. Short

distance contribution can be separated by putting appropriate cuts.17

(2) Equations 14-15 imply corresponding modes for Bs which could be especially

interesting for searches in hadronic collisions as well as in Z decays:

BR(B3 -» i>ee) - (15 - 2Q%)BR(b - see). (15)

BR (B, -+ rf'ee) ~ (1 - 3%) BR (b -» see). (16)

(3) The charged leptons can be replaced by neutrinos leading to:3

-6 . (17)



Although the rates are large the reaction with neutrinos is clearly much harder

to detect making it extremely difficult for experimental observations. After all the

corresponding reaction in kaons, K+ -* ir+uv, has defied detection so far, i.e. some

four decades since the discovery of kaons. Although it will be a miracle for b —* svv

to be observed by the year 2000, it will be even a bigger miracle if it continues to

be interesting to the point of dedicated hunts by the year 2020!

(4) The fact that modes such as 6 -> s{d)l+f, i.e., B -* K(Km)£+£~, ir{p)t+r

are interesting for CP searches was pointed out a long time ago.18'19 The simplest

method is to search for the rate asymmetry, e.g., for the B —> Kee mode:

_T{B-+Kee)-T{B-+Ket)

h was estimated that in the SM Acp due penguin graphs alone (relevant to the

case of charged B) is expected to be & 1.5%.19 However, this calculation needs to be

updated20 to take into account the "long" distance contribution from B —> r/>K.17

Also, for the case of neutral B, i.e., Bj and Bs, the effect on CP asymmetry due

to state mixing needs to be taken into account. These calculations are underway.20

(5) In passing we mention that the reaction B —* p(ir)ee also can be used in

principle to determine Vtd but the rates are expected to be extremely small.

1.4 Pure "Leptonic" Loop Decays of B

Modes such as BjfS —» £+£~ though rare are clean and therefore constitute a

precise test of the SM21'22 and an excellent probe for New Physics.23 Once again we

can contrast the situation with Ki —» fifi where long-distance effects being impor-

tant render the interpretation of experimental numbers difficult. The BR(BS —» TT)

ranges from ~ 5 x 10"8 to ~ 5 x 10"7 for 100 £ mt < 200 GeV. The fifj. mode is

smaller by about two orders of magnitude. The only important uncertainty in these

predictions is that due to the decay contents of B mesons. It is very likley that this

uncertainty too will get appreciably reduced in the foreseeable future because of the

progress being made in calculating these decay constants by using lattice methods.

Note that Bj —> fj.fi, TT branching ratios are expected to be smaller compared to



those of B3 by \Vtj/Vu\2, assuming decay constants of B4, Ba are not too different.

The Bs —»fifi mode may be specially suitable for searches in hadronic environment.

1.5 QCD Penguins

Loop decays of b quark that are lowest order in electroweak interactions have

been of interest for a very long time.24'25 They proceed through the penguins graph.

Using the spectator approximation, the cases for the gluon to be space-like, time-

like, and light-like have been considered.26 The mechanism leads to "charmless"

final state in contrast with the dominant b —* c transitions. However, in a small

fraction of such loop decays the gluon can split to a cc pair. The inclusive BR for

the (b —* s) charmless modes is estimated to be about (1-3)%. It has very little mt

or CKM dependence, as explained previously.

The inclusive BR of (1-3)% is clearly rather large for a loop decay. However,

its experimental detection is extremely difHcult-at least at the inclusive level. It is

clearly very difficult to ensure that the multibody final state is not coming from the

decay of charmed hadron at an intermediate stage as the combinotorics can become

formidable. For 3 or 4 body final states this may be relatively easy. Interesting

modes coming from this origin are

Kir, Kp, K'IT, <j>K, KKK, Km--- (19)

It is, as usual, difficult to estimate their BR reliably. Typically one expects the

BR to range at the 10~5 — 10~6 level at least for some of these modes. Thus, some

of these should be seen soon as the number of B's examined approaches 106.

The theory, of course, also implies b —* d penguins at a much lower rate since

Vtd/Vts is expected to be about Vuj/V^, = .10 ± .04. This transition should lead to

final states such as 7T7T, pw, pp, pwir • • •.

While these penguin processes are bound to occur it should be emphasized that

the classification of graphs, based on as = 0, (penguin, spectator, annihilation- • -)27

is not rigorous as it has to get mixed up due to gluonic interactions. As an example,

consider Bj —* K3<j> which is expected through the penguin b —* s transition with
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the gluons giving rise to the needed extra .s-s pair. However, this final state can also

occur through the following two steps: 1) spectator graph gives rise to Bj —> /VQT;';

2) meson and gluon exchanges called final state interactions lead to K^rf —+ Ks<j>.

Thus Ka(f> is not necessarily occurring through the penguin sub-process. Of course,

these classifications based on a, = 0 can be of qualitative, use to serve as a rough

guide. The relative largeness of or,, its energy dependence and intricacies of QCD

serve to limit their use.

II. Measurement of CKM Angles

B decays allow a determination of several of the CKM mixing parameters:

1) Vub is monitored through B —* TV or via semi-leptonic exclusive decays, e.g.

B —y p{ir)ev or inclusive decays B —» evX, where X is a charmless final state.

2) Vcb
 w a s firs* determined through B life-time measurements. However, this

method is rather uncertain as it depends very sensitively (as the 5th power) on the

fr-quark mass which is not known precisely. The exclusive decays B —> D(D*)ev

give a better determination, yielding Fcj = .044 ± .00928 although this extraction

depends on semileptonic form factors, that is hadronic matrix elements.

3) V-tj controls the loop decay B —* (r/. The needed hadronic matrix elements

and the high rarity (expected BR ~ 10~7) of the mode makes this difficult to realize

for a long time to come. Vjj also controls the B — B mixing parameter. Here it

enters along with rrn and JB- Once (say) lattice calculations start to agree on f%

and (say) FNAL collider gives mt then the existing determination of the mixing

parameter x^/F could yield Vtj.

Herein we like to make additional remarks on the parameter Vu\,. In principal,

a straight forward way to determine Vui, is via B —* r + vT. The BR is given by:

BR(B -» r + v) = i x 10-2 (/fl/100 MeV)2 \Vuh\Vch\
2 (20)

Thus the BR is expected to be about 2.5 x 10~5. The decay of the r into a

specific final state may cost another factor of about 1/5 in the rate. Clearly a B

factory with <; 107B would be required to make this observation feasible. Even then
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a sophisticated detector with excellent control over energy, especially the energy

carried off by particles such as K^, would be needed. In addition, at least a partial

reconstruction of the other B may be required. Given all these difficulties, this

method is unlikely to bear fruit for another five years.

Recently CLEO29 and ARGUS30 have presented some evidence for the obser-

vation of the inclusive semi-leptonic mode caused at the partonic level by b —> uev.

The lepton momentum is seen to be above the kinematic limit (i.e., ^ 2.5 GeV)

for a c quark in the final state. Quantitative determination of Vub/Vci is done by

comparison of the observed end point region with model calculations finding31"34

| ^ | = .10 ±.04 (21)

The assigned range in this determination arises from the spread amongst the

available theoretical modes. Since these models tend to have ad hoc assumptions.

it is unfortunate that the determination of a fundamental parameter has to rely on

phenomenological models.

These experiments indicate that Vub may be large enough that precise determi-

nation of its value in the future is unlikely to be limited by data. Most likely it will

be limited by theoretical considerations. In view of the importance of Vuj, for CP

violation and as a test of the SM, it is desirable to have a strategy for its precise de-

termination. In this regard, in the long run, exclusive modes such as B —* treu, pen

are likely to be better. Both phenomenological models and lattice calculations are

likely to give reliable information on such exclusive transitions.

Although traditional difficulties with our understanding of non-leptonic weak

decays have prevented their use in the determination of the CKM matrix elements,

this need not be the case if final states are suitably chosen which are amenable

to theoretical analysis. An immediate necessary criteria is to choose only the final

state which receives contribution from a single weak sub-process. Furthermore, final

states (with two mesons) that contain a qq of the same flavor can receive contri-

butions from penguin and/or annihilation sub-process in addition to the spectator.

Thus it is desirable to choose only those final states in which the two quarks and
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the two anti quarks are all of distinct flavors.3S At the partonic level this eliminates

transitions such as b —* uus, b —> ccs, etc. Indeed, the rule can be used to write

down the allowed modes including the flavor of the spectator from Bu, B4, and B3

decays and can also be extended to cover decays of D and Ds. The allowed final

states then necessarily receive contributions from spectator types of weak processes

only. These are amenable not only to continuum phenomenological machinery such

as vacuum saturation, factorization, pole-dominance and large N but also, more

remarkably, to lattice techniques. The full potential of this qualitative observation

have not been explored. We hope to do so in the working group activities here.36

III. Zweig Rule Violating Decays of the T(45)

Recent CLEO results indicate an unexpectedly large rate for the mode T(45) —*

»/> + X. To eliminate the background from the observed transition B —> %l> + X a

cut of |p| > 2 GeV is put on the 3-momentum of the ij>. The BR is found to be:37'38

BR (T (45) -> rf> + X) = (2.2 ± .6 + .4) x 10"3 (22)

This BR is too high for a Zweig suppressed decay as the total width of T(45) of

~ 25 MeV implies that the partial width into this mode is 2.2 x 10~3 x 25 MeV ~

50 KeV which is about the total width of T(nS), n < 3. Indeed, experimentally it

is also known that39

BR(? (IS) -+rl> + X) = (1.1 ± .4 ± .2) x 1(T3 (23)

Since the Zweig forbidden mechanisms (3 gluon annihilation) is expected to be

similar for T(15) and T(45), and since their total widths are different by ~ 103,

eqn. (25) implies that the BR for (T45 -+ V + X) should be e>(l(T6) and not 10~3

as seems to have been seen. This is the T — ip puzzle. Two classes of explanations

for this anomaly have been offered, so far, and these we briefly describe below.

A.Yu Khodjamirin, Rudaz and Voloshin40 have examined the possibility of a bbg

admixture in the wavefunction of the T(4S). This class of explanations is motivated

by the fact that the bb in such an admixture are then in a color octet. Therefore
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the annihilation of this color octet pair can proceed by the emission of one or two

gluons and does not require emission of at least three gluons as is the case for a

color singlet 66 as are dominantly the case in Y45. One hopes that with such an

enhanced rate of annihilation it will lead to an understanding of the enhanced rate of

xj> production. A reliable demonstration of this idea is, however, extremely difficult.

Nevertheless, one interesting implication that results is that such an admixture

causes the emission of essentially monoenergetic photons of energy ~ 5 GeV via the

reaction (bb)octet —* gluon + photon. Rudaz et al. estimate this to have:

BR (T (45) -> gy) £ 5 x 10"3 (24)

Another class of explanations invokes conventional bb spectroscopy.41 The idea

is to postulate a bound state R of bb such that the emission of t/> is a two-step

process:

X (45) -» Rbl + Y</> + X,R$-+il> + X (25)

For this idea to work, the final state in the first reaction R + Y must be two body,

i.e., Y is a single (ordinary, light) meson that is allowed by quantum number and

by consideration of energetics. It cannot be a photon as otherwise the BR for the

two body reaction are expected to be extremely small (~ 10~4). Y cannot also be

a two body (TTTT) or a multibody mode as again existing experimental information

from the decays in the ip and T family implies the BR becomes too small.

Case-by-case examination of the available candidates for R in the 66 spec-

troscopy with Y emission taking place in L — 0 or L = 1 leads one to conclude that

there are only two possible 66 bound states, 7jj and h\, with the quantum numbers

0 h and l+~.41 Thus the possible reactions are:

T(4S) -»% + &( 1170)

->A4+ 7(550) (26)

Other candidates in the bb spectroscopy such as X/, or T(ns) with n < 3 can be

discounted for one reason or another. For example, for Xj with L — 0, quantum
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number considerations require Y to be w(783) but this is kinematically excluded.

Rates for the reactions are very hard to estimate reliably. Our approach41 makes use

of an effective Lagrangian whose coefficient is adjusted to account for the observed

rate for ip' -»• tprj. Such an approach leads (e.g.) to BR(TiS -> h^) ~ 20%. While

. these quantitative estimates cannot be taken too seriously, it is clear that if these

reactions are the origin for all or part of the observed signal then T5 and T6 decays

may also be possible ways to search for the % and ftj.

IV. CP Violation in B Decays

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of B decays is that with regard to the

observability of CP violation. That B decays are very rich in this respect was indi-

cated by the decade-old theoretical investigations done soon after the discovery of

the T resonances.18'42 Complete classification of the different types of CP violation

in the B system has been done.44 Here we will breifly discuss only two mechanisms

that are basically quite different. Clearly, observability of CP violation requires

interference between two different amplitudes. This can be attained either through

final state interactions, or B — B mixing or both.

IV.l Final State Interactions as a Source of CP Violation

A simple way to search for CP violation is through partial rate difference in

conjugate channels:18

= BR(B^f)BR(B+f)
BR(Bf) + BR(B^J) { '

Since A is odd under C, even under P and even under the naive time reversal

operation, validity of CPT requires the presence of T-odd (final state interaction)

phases for A ^ O .

One concrete way to realize this is to consider (as an illustration) the quark-level

reaction b —* uus. Lowest order (in as) tree graph being purely real (apart from

the overall phase in the CKM factor) is not enough to make A non-vanishing. The

necessary criteria do get satisfied when one considers an order a, loop correction
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via the penquin graph (in the time like gluon leading to uu) to the tree graph.

Since m\ > 4mjj, 4m% the u and c quarks in the penquin can go on their mass-shell

rendering the penguin an absorptive part.18'45"49 The absorptive part is indeed

the realization of the necessary FSI phases, as the on-shell condition means the

reseattering processes b -* (uu —* uu)s and 6 —» (ex —» uu)s. Notice also that

while the tree graph needs the loop correction to make A non-vanishing, the loop

graph does not need the tree. This means that for processes such as b —• se+e~ or

b —> sss, etc., where a tree graph contribution does not exist a non-vanishing value

of A can arise just from the loop graph.

Although this mechanism is very flexible, i.e., applicable e.g., to both neutral

(Bi or B3) or charged B's {Bu, Bc), for non-leptonic decays it has the serious

drawback that quantitative predictions are very difficult, if not impossible, to make.

Some useful qualitative statements are easily made. For example, we notice that

the final states that are of interest for this mechanism are charmless (unlike the

dominant B decays that take place via b —* c transition). There are numerous

few body final states that come to mind: KTT, Kp, Kirn, KKK,K*TT, 4>K • • •

In principle, the mechanism also works at the inclusive level, i.e., it can lead to

non-vanishing CP rate asymmetry in B —> K + X compared with B —» K + X.

However, when K + X is a multibody final state, combinotorics may again make

the charmlessness impractical to ensure.

Estimates of rates and of the expected asymmetry are very difficult to make.

Consequently there is a wide spread in the numerical estimates in the literature.

Many of the exclusive two-body modes should have BR ~ 10~5 — 10~7 range.

As mentioned in section (1.5) inclusively the charmless BR is expected to be ~

1 — 3%. It is therefore not unreasonable to expect 3- and 4-body modes (such

as Kpn,Kmr, Krnnr, KKK-) to have BR in the range of 10"4 - 10"5. CP

asymmetries are even harder to estimate. While estimates in the literature for

some of the modes are as high as several tens of percents, these are likely to be too

optimistic. Some of the 3- and 4-body charmless modes mentioned above deserve
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special attention as A may well be in the 1-10%. It is difficult to see why all such

exclusive modes (say 2-4 body) would have BR < 10~5. Recall that the number N

of B's needed to establish an asymir etry at the n sigma level scales as

N-x$m (28)

Thus with 107 B's, a mode with BR ~ 5 x 10~s (say Kirirx) and an asymmetry

of order 10% may be reachable.

Since the number of needed events scales as A~2 and as (BR)"1, it may pay to

sacrifice rates provided there is a chance for enhanced asymmetries. As an example

of this strategy one may focus on pure penguin modes. Hou and Gerard suggest46

2?* —» K^Ks, K+K0*, which originate from b -+ d penguins and estimate the BR

about 10~6 and an asymmetry ~ 10%. Unfortunately, the number of B's required

is still > 108.

With the number of B's under observation (with improved detectors) approach-

ing the 106 mark, the experimentalists may soon see one of the many charmless

modes with BR ~ 10~5. That should help clarify the underlying dynamics of these

decays and may help future CP search strategies.

IV.2 CP Violation in B Decays to Self-conjugate States43-50"52

CP violation in neutral B decays to self-conjugate states is widely perceived

as the best method for searching for CP violation. Its appeal lies in the fact that

for final states that receive contribution only (or dominantlyj fiom a single weak

sub-process the details about hadron dynamics cancel (or tend to cancel) and the

asymmetry is controlled directly by the mixing p*. ise (e.g., that of V^) and/or the

decay phase (e.g., that of Vuj,). By measuring the asymmetries in different decays

of neutral B's one can hope to extract information on CKM phases and thereby

test CKM unitarity. Furthermore in the SM the CP asymmetry to some of these

final states of interest is expected to be quite large, i.e.., i£ 10%.52~54 Of course, the

mechanism is operational only for neutral B's, requires B mixing and being relevant

to CP self-conjugate final states it implies that whether the other B is a B° or a B

needs to be determined with the resultant cost in efficiency due to "tagging".
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The time dependent CP asymmetry defined as:

Af (t) = r= £ (29)

is given by

(30)il/ (*) = sin X (t\ im flp\

where X = Am/F, g/p is the mixing phase and p is the ratio of amplitudes: p =

^4(5 —• f)/A(B —* / ) . When the decay is dominated by a single weak subprocess,

then the dependence on strong interaction dynamics disappears, p becomes unity

and the asymmetry is controlled directly by the CP phase.51

Only one weak subprocess may dominate when the decay is described to a good

approximation by the spectator graph alone. At the quark level the decay into a

self-conjugate final state proceeds as: 6 —» q\W followed by W —* q~iq where q\ = u

or c and q = d or s for B& or B3 decays. Thus for / = ± / :

A(B-*f)

Recall now the Wolfenstein representation4 of the CKM matrix, using A = 0.22

as the expansion parameter:

VU1

(32)

k A 3 A( l - />e" ) -AX2 1

The decay phase is therefore given by —28 for b —» u and 0 for b —» c transitions.

The mixing driven by the standard box graph is dominated by the t quark mixing

phase. Thus:

(33)
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So the mixing phase is — 1j> (i.e., that of Vtd) for Bd and 0 for B, mesons.

Thus, for convenience, we can classify CP violation into self-conjugate states into

the following four categories with the coefficient of the asymmetry that modulates

the sinusoidal time dependence (i.e., Im(q/pp) in equation 31 given by:52"53

1) Bd decays via 6 - • c (e.g., Bd -* rJ>K3) -» sin2<j>.

2) Bd decays via b -* u (e.g., Bd -» TTTT) —> sin2{<f> + S).

3) Bs decays via b —• c (e.g., Bs —» i><f>) —• 0.

4) B3 decays via b —» u (e.g., B , —» /»iifs) —» 3»n2tf.

For some modes such as iJj —»7T7r, Ba —» p/if, the approximation of domination

by a single spectator-graph amplitude is arguable and perhaps not as reliable as for

say rpK®. Once that caveat is removed, the measurement of CP asymmetries in the

final states such as ipKs, nir and pK3 can yield a precise test of the SM through

unitarity of the CKM matrix.

Specifically, CKM unitarity gives:

+ vcdv:b + vtdv;b = o (34)

Using Vud « 1 w Vtb, Vd = Vts (see eqn. XX) and Vcd = A:

Ki + Wu + Vtd = 0 (35)

so that if one regards these three complex matrix elements as vectors, then they close

a triangle. The interior angles 9\, 82,83 being bounded by (A, Vu, Vtd), (Yt&> V*b) and

(XVts, Fu*ft) respectively must add up to 180°. Since these angles are related directly

to the phase angles: 6\ = <f>, 82 = 6 + <j>, 83 = <j>, one can explicitly hope to check if

6\ +82 +83 = 180° by measuring the CP asymmetries in (e.g.) the modes mentioned

above, namely Bd -* rl>K3,Bj —* n+ir~ and B3 -* pKs-

As far as the expectations for the asymmetry go, estimates vary from reaction

to reaction. Information from CP violation in K° decay (the e parameter), BB

mixing, semi-leptonis b —•> u transition is used along with the hadronic matrix

elements {Bsd-,Bi,d, and /j^) to study the possible CP asymmetry as a function of

rnt 01-54 jj. j s t n u s found that, in the popular mode ipKs, the asymmetry will be
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larger than 10%. Using BR(B -» ipKs) = 3 x 10~4, BR(il> -> mi or ee) ~ .14,

an estimated tagging efficiency for the "other" B of about 20% and an expected

CP asymmetry of 10% we can crudely estimate the numbers of B's needed for a

three-sigma effect to be:

JVBp = ^-5 at 108 (36)
BB 3 X 10-* x (.I)2 x .14 x .2

Measurement of this asymmetry imposes one additional practical problem, namely

that at the T45 the time integrated CP asymmetry vanishes. The point is that for

a coherent production of BB pair with subsequent decay into say B —* f with a

semi-leptonic tag, b —> l~vX, the time dependent asymmetry is given by:
r(SB-* t+fI -r (BB -Uf) [6m{l±Ji]ImM
r(BB->e + f) + r(BB-,i+f) l l " v.i>

where t is the time (say) for B —* f and t that for b —+ I or vice versa, and where

± sign corresond to C = + or - for BB state. For T(45) —> J5S, C = — and

also the kinetic energy available to the produced 5 is so small that it is essentially

produced at rest and tends to decay with a typical decay length of order 30/xm. That

distance is too short for experimentalists to resolve between t and t. Unfortunately,

the time integrated asymmetry also vanishes for the case of C = — when the time

dependence goes as t — t. This has motivated the proposals for an asymmetric

machine.35 In an asymmetric environment, the e~ and e+ have unequal energy

which makes the T(45) move in the lab frame enabling measurement of t — t. By

now several proposals for asymmetric machines for B factory exist.56"58

OUTLOOK

In closing I mention some of the developments on the horizon (i.e., within three

years):

(a) A rather firm determination of Fuj with an accuracy of about 25%.

(b) There is a strong possibility that some loop decays will be seen. Prime

candidate in this regard is B —* -/A'* or jX. Also, some non-leptonic

modes Kp, KTTIT, KV-K-K • • • have a good chance.
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(c) We expect improved constraints on B,—Bs mixing from LEP and FNAL

experiments.

(d) At least one asymmetric machine should start construction.

Observation of CP violation will have to wait an additional three years

or so. It is clear that B's will continue to consolidate our understanding

of the SM and to provide a viable probe for new physics for a long time

to come.
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